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Sample of the Sponsorship letter for the Embassy of Great Britain
(a sponsor can be a close relative, a civil partner or a guardian; the documents confirming the relationship are obligatory)

To the Embassy of Great Britain
Visa Section, Russia, city of Moscow

Sponsorship letter
Esteemed Visa Officers,
I, surname, name, patronymic (date of birth, Russian passport number), hereby guarantee the payment
for the trip and education in Great Britain of my (daughter/son, to mention the date of birth, surname,
name, patronymic and the International passport number), from «____»_______________20____ until
«____»_______________20____.
My (daughter/son, surname, name, patronymic), will study at (the full name of the British educational
institution), to mention the faculty/course, and will be accommodated at (the full address of residence
in the UK).
I, surname, name, patronymic, also guarantee the covering of all the necessary expenses in Great Britain
of my (daughter/son, name, patronymic), for instance: educational services, airway flight,
accommodation, food, transport, medical services, and other expenses in Great Britain.
I, surname, name, patronymic, hereby give my consent and confirmation, that the money kept on my
accounts will be fully available, and it can be used by my (daughter/son, surname, name, patronymic) at
any time for covering all the necessary expenses for the period of stay and education in Great Britain.
As the confirmation to the present letter, I hereby attach the financial documents.
The reference and the extract from the bank for the from «__»__________20__ until «__»__________20
(not less than 28 days)
Paid invoices, swift, deposit (and other paying documents for the education payment
If you have any questions, please, call me by the phone (to indicate the number)

Sincerely,

surname, name, patronymic _____________________________________ Signature____________
«_____»___________20___
Contact phone
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